Tennis Match Results
College of Coastal Ga. vs Warner University Royals
1/25/2020 at Bartow, Fla.

#19 College of Coastal Ga. 4, Warner University Royals 3

**Singles competition**
1. Bruno Pessoa (WUMT20) def. Arthur Figuiere (CCGAMT) 6-4, 6-4
2. Vitor Wagner (WUMT20) def. J. Powell (CCGAMT) 6-1, 6-3
3. Adrian Farina (CCGAMT) def. Filipe Gil (WUMT20) 7-6, 6-3
4. Khanyakweze Ramokogo (CCGAMT) def. Julian Cuartas (WUMT20) 6-0, 6-1
5. Talic Jamela (CCGAMT) def. Henrique Dias (WUMT20) 6-1, 6-1
6. Bruno Carvalho (WUMT20) def. Lethabo Malope (CCGAMT) 6-2, 6-2

**Doubles competition**
1. Bruno Pessoa/Filipe Gil (WUMT20) def. Eric Gravelle/J. Powell (CCGAMT) 6-1
2. Arthur Figuiere/Talic Jamela (CCGAMT) def. Vitor Wagner/Julian Cuartas (WUMT20) 6-2
3. Adrian Farina/Khanyakweze Ramokogo (CCGAMT) def. Bruno Carvalho/Jake Edwards (WUMT20) 6-3

Match Notes:
College of Coastal Ga. 2-0; National ranking #19
Warner University Royals 0-2